
Monday 25th January and Tuesday 26th January 2021 
L.I. Can I identify and use expanded noun phrases? 
 

Information Sheet for Expanded Noun Phrase 
 
A noun is a person, place or thing. There are many different types of nouns; for example: proper (name), common (thing), abstract (feeling), collective (group of)…  
 
A noun phrase is when the determiner is added to a noun. There are a number of different determiner; for example: a determiner can tell us which one (demonstrator) , how many (quantifier) or number. The 
determiner comes before the noun 
 
E.g. This horse, these geese, 6 rabbits, those children, a great deal of rubbish… 
 
 
When expanding the noun phrase, you add more information to the noun by using adjectives or/and a prepositional phrase. 
 
E.g.  This grey horse, these loud geese, 6 white rabbit…  
 
 
When writing expanded noun phrases, you have to make sure the whole noun phrase is written before you write a verb… 
This grey horse with reins waving in the wind bolted.  
 

not 
 
This grey horse bolted with reins waving in the wind.  
 
 
The words that go before the noun are pre-modifiers (adjectives) and the words that go after the noun are post-modifiers (extending description –using with).  
 

The quiet children next to the bench waited patiently. 
 

   
Adjective     noun  prepositional   verb 

 (pre-modifier)       phrase             
      (post-modifier) 



Task 1 – writing expanded noun phrases.  Try to use a thesaurus to find interesting synonyms for adjectives you choose.  

 



Task 2 – identify where the noun-phrase are and then explain what a noun phrase is. Try to use as many of the words in the explanation as possible to show your understanding.  

 



Task 3 – use what you know about expanded noun phrases to write about this picture. Try to include some of your other learning in it too (e.g. relative clauses, subordinate clauses) 

 


